
↳ Proverbs is generally elusivepithy : concise & nature of wisdom literature

quot/
forcefully expressive

itself .

expresses timelessTILLEY w?YIom ↳ contains both prose & poetry
↳ yet includes commands

→ reflect on how
to apply divine

to be obeyed
principles to

f AUTHOR . life application

ftp.wp?dnbc#?ne-6skiu of Godly living by wisdom & instruction

g.
develop discernment

a
discreet behaviorµ

to govern oneself
by choice

0
a application of God 's standards p equity ; living life in ain dealing with others fair; pleasantway

↳ ability to conform to the will &
standards of God0
-

this helps us sin
less & less

→making a
responsible

0

choice

0

]
• learning Proverbs need reflection &
understanding

• studying scriptures is enough to
provide wisdom for life
complexities

(
> overarching theme for the first 9 chapters↳ state of mind in which one's own attitudes,
will

, feelings , deeds , and goals are exchanged
for God 's

. ( Psalm 42: 1)
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Honor and obey our parents for their
wisdom and guidance.
our parents only want the best for us .
Their teachings will shape us to be

good & desirable .

There are some people who are either believer or
unbeliever who continuously sin and persuades
I even believers to sin with them .

y l l
l l r r r r e /

PEER PRESSURE ?2> you'll be greatly
affected if you=/

i s s s 1 i r r s s s
' talk wisdom .

> place of darkness (Psalm 143 :3)

→ plot for deception → af death
→ place of no return [Job 7 : 9)
→place of torment ( Isaiah 14:11)

all precious wealth

may mean coming from
crimes

, robbery , deceiving others

→ REJECT or FLEE from the temptation

→ refuse on any way to
be associated with

any
sin .

* sometimes, people will
try to entice you to
join them for easy
money or fame or an
"°" """ ?qg{the very onset.

↳ the sinners set their OWN trap
for themselves ; GREED entraps him
and they rush to their own
min . ( 1 Titus big -11)

* Avoid taking advantage of others ;f never be an accomplice as well .



* why do we reject
"

WISDOM
"

and at the same time

ask for it when we thinkwe need it ?

→whenever we are Naive or simple - minded
→ whenever we mock wisdom

↳ whenever we stop listening to the truth

→
"

reproof
"
in NASB

Gunners who → whenever we repent, God promises the spirit or true essence of
repent

wisdom linked to divine revelation

WISDOM f us; mocking wisdom; unaccepting it, responding with indifference
→ Romans 2 :5

* we sometimes wait to seek God

until it is too late .

* we don't often accept wisdom if we
think we have everything under
control . It's a HEART PROBLEM.
* we only seek wisdom from God
whenever our ways

have already
failed .
* In small things & in big things,
always seek God

's wisdom .

↳ we always regret things if it is T00LAtE__

chapter1



* these are severe troubles that we encounter as God 's judgement

y
God will not respond
to sinners who

deliberately
disobey Him

↳God will reject sinners ;
in the aspect of His wrath
(Romans 1:24-28)

* the Lord will reject
those who rejectsThe Bible is Him.

already written * Fools know what is
for us .

night & wrong but still
chooses to do wrong .

→WICKEDNESS

, CARELESSNESS

*we always reject God 's teachings & commands and yet ,
we wanted to be SAVED & LOVED .

* This really shows our sinful nature as
humans & how much we
need seems the most . chapter1



> we have to put value to WISDOM

* we have to actively listen ,
understand

, and put
every wisdom into HEART

→

if we seek for answers,
we also have to make
sure that we trust &

follow it .
* we must never stop seeking for God's wisdomall the days of our lines (Job 28 : I -28)

by revelation

:{
y

Hebrews I :| -2

→ 2 Peter 1:20 -y
→ God breathes the scriptures.

→ TRUE BELIEVERS

consistently seeks, know,
love

, and obey God

* God 's wisdom , if accepted, can
shield us from temptations &

worldly deceptions.
* God 's wisdom
will serve as our

PROTECTION.



→ Truth is the protector from
all evil

>
contrary to the expected
behavior /outcome
those who rejects wisdom

→ deliberate in showing /
behaving unreasonable

ways/uncooperative/
disobedient

>fools usually love to do the
worst in things

7 Ex . 20:14,
' til . 20:10"

"""

iq
smooth

→
talker

deliberately
→ FIDELITY ] disobeying &leaves guidance

from friends & husband

→ both gradual
descent ( Pr. 5:23) &
a sudden end
Cpr. 29 :D§

physical death j irreversible nature of continuing
in this sin points to devastating consequences



* "" "" " " " """" " ""

§§
live in sexual sin and are headed for death .
* Those who belong to the Lord will live .

* Everyone will be judged and everyone will be
pruned if the Lord sees it fit .



→
"

Torah
"

King Solomon instructs that
wisdom is :

G rooted in sound

teaching ( v. I
-4)

↳ rests in trust in God cu. 5-6)

Ckindness & truth must be part of our lives
G rewards those who

obey Cv. 7-IO)
↳ shown to others ;adornment G white wisdom demands

chastening , it brings
profound benefits (v. 13-184
↳ its importance is dear

p they witness how you since it undergirdedlive your life God 's creation Cv. 19-207↳ God sees everything

]
we only perceive what
we want to perceive; we
sometimes twist God's wisdom
to our own liking in order
to be pleasing to us &
not to God .

MyGod promises physical well-being I
to those who live according
to His will .

÷:÷÷÷÷÷::c
. }↳ Befair (y . 27-28)

↳Give Generously (11:25)
↳ExpressGratitude (Dt6:10-12)



↳ we are all weak to temptation &
to Sir. we all need God 's fatherly
discipline to increase wisdom &

blessing . (Heb 12:5-H)

↳ Divine wisdom yields the richest
treasures
↳ it brings a happy life , contentment,
peace

JimmieawaitingDivine wisdom

M
"""""" """ ""

"Fk
"

""
"
"

" "°

§g§



]
The wisdom of God will adorn one 's

life for all to see its beauty
(V. l : 9)

Jim'iYomMp9o7i'sous -thebasis for the believer's
peace of mind Lv. 24)
and removes fear Cv . 25)

→
help whenever you can &

M
always be ready to help others

→www.aerae.ETYF-ormiggh→ Do not acurse a man
too easily

]
wicked persons with
wicked ways will always
bring harm to oneself



→ cause of His anger
& judgment

→ those who live closely to His
teaching

↳ God knows everything
↳ He knows if we have
been living in His teachings
and accepting His

wisdom

↳ God is a just God and
He never forgets His
people and gives Grace

endlessly .

ABOMINATION
↳ attitude or act that is incompatible with
God 's nature and He cannot tolerate

↳ this leads to God 's anger & judgment
↳ this is an important theme in proverbs

who wholeheartedly seeks
them .

""""" "

÷:÷:÷ :{
6 it is still our choice to obey the
wisdom sought yet God has
been very clear on its
rewards of accepting the wisdom

it .



YA father would alwayslook after his children 's
well-being
↳ wisdom

→ sound instruction
↳ I Ti t -10; 4:13,

- 16; 5:17; 2 Ti3:10; 16i 4 :2 ;
Ti 1 : 9

,

-

ziti 10

☒¥ ACQUIREWISDOM

£¥f÷Acourse←#hNDERSTANDING

→ me more inane wisdom . §§the more it will lift me
up in life
→ I can look

desirable in the

public eyes because
of the wisdom I carry



] %%rT7m% ITEM
to be understood.

bd

forget how it was thought

Freie
= =

'{



→ where our emotions

are; our emotions

normally affect the
way we think ,
speak , and do things

→ do not always
allow the heart to

control you 100% ;
be rational Kai

Do not allow

yourself become

:}* Acquiring Wisdom &

Acquiring understanding
will make us aware of our

*We are always given a choice mmounehhgs including our
but we are also reminded

own actions
.

what choice to take as our
* we then become guided of

Godly counsel . what's right & Wrong



do not allow

] yourself beseduced

↳ symbol for
suffering↳

Dent 2918

{i



→ I will be feeling theguilt afterwards

may
lead to

public humiliation
g

this shows the

] joy of a faithful is
marriage .

→capability to procreate

" wt ""hh%"hdM §gf{out of wedlock and todifferent strangers
→ blessedby God for

your wife alone



from your

] wife;from a
faithful
marriage

proverbs 5 : N

God sees everything and just because

:{of mercy and Grace, He withholds
immediate judgement .
Thisgives us enough time

to rethink our

actions andrepen_t._ Else , He allows our

wrongful actions to be caught by others .

(Num 32 : 23j Ps 7:15
- 16;57

: 6; Pr 1:17j Gal
6 : 7-8)



→ foolishness to make oneself
responsible for another's debt or

pledging to
pay if the
otherdefaults

↳we have to take control of one 's own God - given
resources and get out of such an intolerable
arrangement immediately before coming to

poverty or slavery .
(Genesis 43 :9; 44: 32-33)

→ a warning to the lazy
↳ Ants are handworkus and does not I
"" " " """""" ""

§g{
size

↳ Ants were not given set of instructions
from time to time but they just never
stop from collecting food for the
colony .

↳ Ants are never lazy .=

↳ we could all team from an ant.



lazyness may head to
poverty , ( proverbs 10 : 4-5)

→
a scoundrel ( 1 Samuel 25: 25 ; Job 34: I 8)

→ sin of discord , dissent, or creating conflict
intentionally

→ inequity can beirreversible when God

judges .

① ②

③

:{④

⑤

⑥

⑦



* parental counsel will never

bring you harm
* it gives us the wisdom in

direction
, protection , and

meditation
* it gives us good & true

thoughts even when sleeping

→
the word of God provides wisdom to abundant & eternal life

flee from
immorality ,

and other

worldly desires

:{



Adultery is different from being a thief . A thief can make
""""" " " "" "" " """"

§§
An adulterer has no restitution as he destroys his soul .
He is disgraced for life , for those who know him

,
and the

jealous & affected family spare him no mercy .



→ permanently

→ who looks over you

* the prostitutes start
with a drama

to entice their victims
and to

lure them at their house .

:{when you forget
that you

7 need to FLEE from

immorality l l Cor
6:18)

↳ you get easily swayed↳ do not be in the place
where temptation is .

µ
Hidden

→
concealed intentions



Law of peace offerings
(Leviticus 7:11-18)
she pretends that she had offered
it and now must consume it

before the day ends .

↳ it is a hypocrisy on
the law of

peace offerings ; just to
seduce someone she had to

violate God 's moral law

→ signs of wealth (Pr.
-31 : 22 ; Is 19

: 9 ; Eze27
:7)

µ
adultery is not true love ;
" " "" """"

§§the prostitute assures
not getting caught

] boom"
↳ """and

will be gone for a

long time .



is::::÷fall but also strong men

place at the

wrong time with
the wrong thoughts for
the wrong reasons.

" " "" " " "" """" " ""
"" ^^

§g{
not be a temptation to the men . Speak , Act , and Dress Accordingly .
men are weak for women and I should not create mixed & confusing
signals to them to avoid unwanted assumptions . Always intend for clarity .



=

↳ unlike adultery & stealing ,
it is loud

and out in the open

and even in
broad daylight .

Proverbs 8 :6-8
0 virtues of wisdom

0

0 :{→ CLEAR

Godly wisdom
] is second to

nom⇐



→The highest virtue of wisdom
is Humility Cmbmission to God)

King Solomon
addresses his

]
son as future king .

All leaders should

do their work by God 's wisdom

seek and understand

Godlywisdom first
and

÷

;



* 1 Cor . 1:24-30

Genesis 1 : 9 i 7:11 ; 8
: 2

↳ God had put limitations q
boundaries when He created
the Earth

.

↳ the boundaries

were set forth by
wisdom

, setting
what is right &
pleasing to the

Lord
,
our creator .

§



and
understand
→

pleasing
to
the
Lord

→clear
→
we
need

to
seek

yypeouu
& simple

ygpnd
,now

hearts
on
our

→ wearnecks

0$ ⑥⑥ ""
"" """

§§↳ hates pn hates arrogance § if ignored, candestroy us
> if ignored, can lead to

> if neglected, you.µcayYyenterturned ur
injuries or death and slavery



→ means it's well- built

→ sufficient house as full in size
→ l : 8 ratio

→(pro . 23:29-30)

↳ wine t water?Css 8: 2)
diluted to lessen the effect
of alcohol (drunkenness)

]
wisdom calls in
public , hot in

secrecy

wise people will*

appreciate correction;
fools donot .
* correction brings out character
* if people are afraid of

correcting you , it's because
you are not responding

well to S
correctionI
rebuke .

i}



* How 's my heart
whenever people
correct me ?

* Am I being like a
foolish person or
likea wise A

person ?

if



Proverbs v0.10-b5
↳ amnestycontrasts 1 opposites
( antithetical)

proverbs 10:16-22
a-are mostly

→ accomplishments similaritiesI
should be gained comparisons
the right way.

(synthetical)
↳ the lord wants

us to live
righteouslyand seek for the↳ Ps. 37.16-20 eternal
happiness

↳ you cannotachieve your goals
if there's no handwork

↳
you reap

what

you sow

:{↳ one who is open for
instructions and
corrections is wise

ENDURE !

↳ lhoreisno
shortcuts in life .

↳ you have to get
through it all
even if it's not
easy



→
1 Cor . 13--4-7 ; 1 Peter4--7-13

→ TRUE LOVE seeks the highest good
for another

→ corporal punishment

↳ speak the truth
and seek for the
truth.

ask God to change
our hearts towards
otherpeople

-

;seek wisdom
→ from God 's

words



:{↳ the Lord is fair and gives credit to whom the credit is due .
↳ He does not tolerate self- righteousness and other sins.
↳ We are blessed to be a blessing to others
↳ Weare always been given a choice to allow fear
or love to govern our thoughts, work & actions .



A dishonesty

the Lord detest dishonesty

lmicah 6 : 8)

→
no money or fame or
treasure can help us on
the

judgement day

•§
]
Are we good
influences to
the public?



↳ No one appreciates
talebearer

,
tattootells

,

and rumors.

↳ we deserve the truth
and genuine news

↳ if we
have more

righteous counsellors
in our lives

,
in the

family and
in the society ,

then we are most

likely to succeed
in everything .

Jesus and the
eternal life m
f heaven

:{



our hearts
'

desires must be

aligned to God 's
.

no one can be less by
giving more .

you must never
associate yourself

andother

material÷:{
Hunger .

a just ood .
He never allows

wickedness
to win and

rewards the

righteous .



-

Always reminded that
there is no wasted

efforts in living an
upright life except
for the fact that
there will always
be people who are
in complete opposite
and will do their

best to influence
you with their

wickedness.
.

:{



Handwork brought by
honest means will always

feed you and it
will allow you to

gain wisdom .

In this preparation stage
of getting married and
becoming awife , Iam
reminded that I should

not get ahead of myself
and always seek wisdom.

Tt is also not bad to
-

listen to other people who
are also after
my welfare

in

÷

:{



^^ "" ^^" """ " "" ""

§g§
I must trust the Lord that my life will never
be in vain. my heart will not be troubled

and

it will forever seek comfort and joy from Him .

I am also reminded to be prudent by exorcising
self - control in all things - the way I live, the

way
I talk

,
and the way I think.



proverbs 13-
God'sWords( 13 : 1) A wise child accepts a parent 's discipline,,
Imocker refuses to listen to correction .

43 :3) those who control their tongue will have
a long life ; opening your mouth can
ruin everything.

113 :o) Pride leads to conflict;
those who take advice are wise

MyWordsNo discipline is enjoyable but I have to be
mature enough to listen and understand why I
have to willfully submit and accept corrections .
If I could listen and seek understanding first
of the correction,

then I should be able to control
what & how I would respond . Pride is what
blocks off our minds , shut off our

ears &

closes our hearts . Taking advices& corrections
can allow me to do a heart cheek & align
#to God .

② when corrected ,IWill listen first & seek
①Actively seek advice on wedding understanding
preps & about marriage from my ③ TRY to lessen
disruptors & from my elders . sarcastic responsesto anyone .



proverbs 14
Ver. 1

.

The wise woman builds her house ,
G in handling my finances , I do feel

But the foolish tears it down with that sometimes I backslide in faith
her own hands due to the distractions that are

happening.
Ver

.
14
. The backslider in heart will have his

fill of his own ways , But a good man
↳ I am praying to have the wisdom

will be satisfied with m3. to be sensitive enough to know if my
heart is about to backslide or already

Ver
. 23 . In all labor there is profit, backsliding .

But mere talk leads only to poverty ↳ I admit that even though I say that 1

Ver . 33 . Wisdom rests in the heart of one has depend on God's ways
however

,
I sometimes

understanding , But in the hearts of still make my own ways . this is in order
fools it is made known. to be sure that I can do things M my

own ways .

↳ •

During this time of wedding planning , ↳ I really do live my Christian life in
more than the finances , I really wanted double - standard & I need to stop.

to do a heart preparation .

I need to stop being lukewarm or to

stop being easily distracted to the point↳
Learning this

,
I realized that I sometimes of backsliding .

regard myself as a wise woman however
,

I am also a foolish one. Disappointing ↳ Now that I am trying to run my own
it may seem but I need to accept the business

,
while in full time work & trying

fact that I need to improve on my
to keep my other sources of income ,

skills on the following : I need to work harder & to stop being
@ time management & prioritization lazy in working . I chose to work in③ financial management multiple ways

& whenever I pray to work
② work excellency without excellence , it doesn't mean only to my

hurting my personal time full time work but to All OF my CHOSEN
WORK . ( Including volunteer work]

↳ I know I have prayed for this marriageand for my bod's best , but now I really ↳ praying that God sees me worthy to become
have to pray for my heart

as I a steward of His wealth .

transition from being a single toa married ↳ psalm 14:33 has been a resounding versewoman .

to me even
'

nee I started reading proverbs
.

↳ Alot of differences in the transition will I try to seek wisdom & yet I keep refusing
surely happen & I need to face it to become wise.

face on with the help of the

Holy Spirit .
G ultimately , I pray to have that spiritual

understanding of God 's plans & ways
in my life .



Moments 15
Ver 31 . whoever needs life - giving correction ↳ These verse are timely because God knows

will be at home among the wise my heart more than me and lately ,
my proud heart gets ahead of itself

Ver 32
.

those who disregard discipline and it greatly influences my thoughts
despise themselves , but the one and the way I respond. I do feel
who heeds correction garner understanding the conviction of the Holy Spirit &

I definitely worry not to be calloused
Ver 33

.
Wisdom 's instructions is to fear the with my sin

- murders of my heart .
LORD , and humility comes before
honor ↳ I was immensely reminded to be

humble and accept constructive
↳ After a resounding lesson on the importance corrections

. They ate for my own good
of seeking God's wisdom & acquiring

and it is a fair admission that

understanding from proverbs 1-14
,
now ,

I do not know everything & that
it is about aligning my heart into God's I still have yet to learn A LOT.

in order to live in accordance to His standards
↳ preparing for the wedding gets my↳ with the recent events in my life right now, heart feel restless & yet God has been

I must truly say that God has been actively intentionally faithful to my life &
working on my life 2417 . reveals Himself in times 1 word need

it the most .
↳ Amazing that God is showing everything I

must learn when it comes to timing not
↳ Ask for help . Because I cannot do

only tongue but also turning my
heart everything on my own .

and thoughts.
Accept corrections. It shows my heart &

↳ since January 2022, multiple novel challenges character .
has been my struggle and there was

actually a point where I was starting
Be aware white Responding .

to get discouraged and hurt at the same Awareness while responding meanstime . However, I realised that my work
I am not allowing myself to respond

has been like that eversincee I joined & based purely on emotions , blinded
it will always be like that as long as by my grumbling heart . It may
we wanted to grow the organization with definitely allow me to respond
great people with us. I understand that wisely & in avoidance to God's
our organization leaders must be strict standard - pure , wise , and set apart.
and unfazed M employee discipline
in order for us to survive. I know it's choose Jesus . Always . How I deal at

never easy tht I trust how & why the office shows my heart & it can
God had placed me tiered either MAKE or BREAK me. 1am

TO SHOW His
reminded to always choose Jesus' heart

GWRY DESPITE OF. above all .


